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Texte N°1 : Thanksgiving celebrations  

Thanksgiving is celebrated on the fourth Thursday of November every year in the United States. On this day, 

which is a public holiday, friends and family gat her from all parts of the country for family reunions.                                                                                                                               

The idea of ‘thanksgiving’ goes back to the 17th century. When the first settlers, called the Pilgrim Fathers, 

came to settle in America, life was very hard and many of them died. Then the native Americans (the 

American Indians) taught them how to catch fish, how to grow millet and how to hunt. The following year 

they had food to eat and they felt safe in their new homeland. So they decided to give thanks to God. In 1621 

(or in 1619 some people say) the first thanksgiving festival was held. The settlers and the Indians celebrated 

together.                                                                                                                                                  

Thanksgiving became an official national celebration in 1863, when President Lincoln declared a public 

holiday for the celebrations.                                                                                                                                     

For Thanksgiving, Americans have a special dinner, which usually consists of a roast turkey with stuffing, 

mashed potatoes, sweet potatoes, cranberry sauce, sweetcorn, and pumpkin pie. Food is shared with poor 

people at this time and visitors are especially welcome. Church services, sports events and parades are held to 

celebrate the occasion and to give thanks.                                                                                                                                                     

Thanksgiving is also celebrated in Grenada on the 25th of October and in Canada on the second Monday of 

October. 

Texte N°2 : Keeping body and mind in shape  

There are lots of sports heroes. Professional sportsmen and women are very good at doing sport and they earn 

huge salaries for doing their sports professionally.                                                                                                                   

But this does not mean that people do more sport these days. In fact, statistics in many countries show that 

young people do less sport than they used to. Some of them can’t live without watching football. If you turn 

on the television, there is always a football match or some other sports to watch. So, what’s wrong? Is 

watching sport more interesting than doing sport? Or have we simply become lazy?      

As we all know, sport is good for us. There are both psychological and physiological benefits to practising 

sport. Let’s look at the physiological benefits first. 

Eating correctly and exercising keeps us healthy. Sport is also a good way of keeping in shape. It makes us fit 

and strong. It makes our bodies look good and it keeps our muscles, heart and lungs working properly. 

In addition, sport has psychological advantages. It helps to keep our lives “in shape” in other ways. 

Participating in sports can build character as well. It increases our self-esteem. It also teaches us how to work 

as a team, how to obey rules, how to be fair and how to be considerate to others. Taking part in sports can also 

give us the chance to become more self-disciplined to learn how to compete with others and to develop 

leadership skills. We feel as if we belong to a group when we are part of a team. Belonging to a group is good 

for us. 

So if you do sport, keep it up and keep yourself in shape! If you don’t practise any sport, it is time you started, 

As the Latin expression says, ‘Mens sana in corpora sano’. That means ‘a sound mind in a sound body’!                                                                                                                                                                                 
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Texte N°3 : West African floods  kill five people, leave thousands homeless 

(1) REUTERS – Five people have been killed and 150,000 people have been left homeless in Burkina Faso 

as heavy rainfall triggered flooding across West Africa. In neighbouring Niger, at least two people have been 

killed and 20,000 people have been left without shelter. The rain has also caused major floods in Senegal.                                                                                                                                                                          

(2)  ̉We have been able to find shelter for about 110,000 ̉ people. Others have taken refuge with their 

neighbours, ̉ the Prime Minister of Burkina Faso told reporters. Aid groups in Ouagadougou said that bridges 

and roads had been smashed by the flood waters and this was making relief work difficult.                                                                                 

(3)    ̉Bridges and dams have been destroyed. The main hospital in Ouagadougou has been flooded and some 

patients, including about 60 children, have been evacuated, ̉ Rosine Jourdain of the Belgian Red Cross in 

Burkina Faso said. ‘An electrical plant has also been destroyed, so I think we are going to have some power 

supply problems.’                                                                                                                (4) In Niger, thousands were 

made homeless in the uranium rich region of Agadez. Homes collapsed after the River kora burst its banks. 

An official source said at least two bodies had been found and that three people were missing. Ali Hamidou, 

a resident of the town of Agadez, said: ‘This is one of the worst disasters in the history of Agadez.’                                                                                                 

(5) Seasonal rains in june regularly cause fatal floods and mudslides in West Africa. In 2007 more than 

800,000 people were affected when homes, crops and infrastructure were washed away. 
        

     Burkina walk in a flooded street of Ouagadougou on September 1, 2009   

Texte N°4 : Cheik’s illness 
When I asked about their health, Cheik replied that he felt worn out. But was he merely ‘worn out’? 

He looked ill and his face was drawn. A few days later I asked kouyaté if he thought it was simply 

overwork. ‘No’, Kouyaté told me. ‘Cheik is sick. He has no appetite and he is losing weight; and his 

stomach is swelling.’                                                                                                                                                            

‘Isn’t he doing anything for it?’ I asked kouyaté.                                                                                                          

‘I don’t think so. He is in no pain and perhaps he thinks it will gradually get better’. […]                                                                                                                                  

‘I’ll speak to my mother about it’, I said.                                                                                                  

But as soon as I began to talk to her about him, she stopped me.                                                                                                                                    

‘Cheik Omar is seriously ill’, she said. ‘I’ve been watching him for several days. I really think I should 

go and warn his mother’.                                                                                                                        

Cheik’s mother […] consulted the medicine-men. They prescribed massage and infusions. But these 

remedies had no effect: his stomach continued to swell, and his face looked grey. Cheik was not 

alarmed.                                                        ‘                                                                                           

I’m not in any pain,’ he said.                                                                                                                       

‘I’ haven’t much appetite, but I don’t feel any pain’. […] Cheik kept reassuring us. Them, with brutal 

suddenness, he really began to suffer. He now had violent attacks of pain, and he used to weep in 

agony…                                                                                                                                                     

We took Cheik to the dispensary. The doctor sounded him and sent him into hospital. We now knew 

that it was a serious illness, and Cheik knew it, too… would the white doctor succeed where our own 

medicine-men had failed? […] All thee week we stayed at his bedside. Cheik’s voice was now getting 

fainter and fainter […]. Then he said goodbye to us again. When he stopped speaking, it was midnight 

sharp. Then as the hospital clock finished the twelve strokes, Cheik passed away….       

 

Adapted from the African child by laye Camara, in words and expressions for Africa, Michelle François-

Oganessova, Nouvelles Editions Africaine, 1979. DR  
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Texte N°5 : My uncle’s plantation 

The next morning Climbié and his uncle left for the plantation…                                                             

“Ten months after Uncle N’Dabian’s death, the bush had taken the whole farm. I had to start 

from scratch. You’ll see! Ah, my child, there is always works to be done. Every day I struggle 

against the lianas, the weeds, the thorns*, against the rain, wind and sun, the insects, the 

harmful animals. […] I have to be on watch night and day.                                                                            

Does the wind blow hard? I say to myself: “That wind will make the flowers of the coffee 

threes fall, and the harvest will be bad.” Is the rain early? Then it is hard to burn the field, hard 

to grow food crops, and so there is famine. On the other hand, if the rain is late, there is still a 

risk of famine because the time for planting may pass. A tree falls. Did it crush my coffee? My 

cocoa? Your head has to work as hard as your hands. I have to see everything myself, to be 

sure that it all goes well. To create a plantation is no joke, my child…’                            They 

had arrived. […] the coffee trees swayed in curls, like the waves of the sea.                                   

‘Did you notice the differences in that gust of wind just now? […] It’s a wind that announces 

rain. Look over there. Do you see the heavy cloud on the horizon just above that big tree?                          

‘Yes’.                                                                                                                                                                                     

‘Well, it always brings rain. Listen! […] Finally we’ll be able to thin out the plants and replace 

the dead ones…’        

Adapted from climbié by Bernard Dadié, Editions Heinemann, 1971 

 


